Abstract-A dual-channel laser system consisting of an Nd:YAG
generator with Q -modulation and a "p -branch" type unstable resonator has been presented in the article. The laser assembly has been configured in such a way as to constitute the arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The regulation of the amplification coefficient in both amplifying channels allows for quick and easy changes of the output energy in each channel up to a value of approximately 1.5 J, with a laser pulse duration of 8-10ns. The Mach-Zehnder configuration of the interference assembly allowed for quick and easy changes of the angle between the interfering laser beams.
The use of lasers for scientific research and industrial application is associated directly with the unique properties of laser radiation. High temporal and spatial coherence achieved in lasers allows for extreme orientation of the laser beam and its focussing. The monochromaticity of laser light along with the wavelength tuning ability and conversion into higher harmonics allows for highly selective excitation of numerous materials. In practice, all these properties of laser light are also used for topographic and microstructural changes, meaning the modification of the surface layers according to a specified pattern [1] . The possibility of efficient and economical creation of well defined regular surface structures may be a successful way to significantly improve the existing or create new properties of numerous materials [2] .
In the last decade the direct interference lithography method utilising lasers of high power density between MW/cm 2 and GW/cm 2 has been used for periodic surface modifications of virtually any solid materials [3] [4] [5] [6] . This method allows in a direct manner for the creation of surface structures in the micro-and sub-micron scale with a well defined long-range arrangement.
The impact of such strong pulse laser radiation on the surface of metals, semiconductors, isolators, ceramics and polymers results in direct shaping of phases and defects in the micro-and sub-micron scale, with the occurrence of well known metallurgical phenomena, such as: heating coupled with phase transitions, stress relief, melting, recrystallisation or ablation of the material.
* E-mail: mstrzelec@wat.edu.pl A dual-channel laser system consisting of a Nd:YAG generator with Q -modulation and a "p -branch" type unstable resonator has been constructed for direct laser interference lithography. The output of the laser beam from a generator has been realised via a quarter-wave plate and a dielectric polariser, and a diaphragm placed inside the resonator ensured a primary transverse mode. The output energy ranged between approximately 50 and 60mJ, and the pulse duration depending on the amount of pumping energy ranged between 8 and 10ns (Fig. 1a) . In the practical laser arrangements utilising an yttriumaluminium crystal supplemented by neodymium ions, the temporal coherence of the generated beams is sufficient even during the generation of several or about a dozen longitudinal modes, which has been shown in Fig. 1b . After the release of the laser pulse from the generator, amplitude splitting into two energetically equal laser beams by means of a dielectric mirror took place. Both laser beams were introduced into two amplifiers in each channel. The laser rod diameters inside the amplifiers equalled 8mm and 12mm, respectively. Polarisers were used additionally at the output of each amplifying channel in order to eliminate the parasitic polarisation component created as a result of thermal birefringence in laser rods excited by flash lamps. The scheme of a dual-channel laser system, constituting an "active" Mach-Zehnder interferometer has been presented in Fig. 2 .
The quick and easy changes of the angle between the interfering laser beams constitute the primary advantage of such a configuration of laser assemblyan "active" Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This allows for the creation of periodic structures on any given surface, even of refractory materials, by the proper change of the amplification coefficient in the amplifying channels, and the area of impact is close to the output diameter of the final amplifier. Such a change in the magnitude of energy density in the beam covering area while maintaining a constant period of the linear grid has been shown in Fig. 3 . Exemplary three-dimensional images of the resulting linear structures have been shown in Figs. 4-5. The lower, theoretical limit of the distance between interference fringes equals half the wavelength of the illuminating radiation. In practice, the total angle between the interfering laser beams does not exceed 120 o , and the minimal distance between the fringes is higher than /2, which is a result of the impact of the parameters of the laser beam itself (the degree of coherence and polarisation) as well as the physical and chemical properties of the processed material. The depth of the resulting structures depends on the energy density and the laser pulse duration. Adding the converters of the Nd:YAG laser radiation frequency into higher harmonics makes it possible to adjust the laser radiation wavelength to the attenuation coefficient of the given material. Photonic methods of creating micro-and submicronic structures have a number of advantages due to remote and contactless processing, flexibility during material processing and precise energy dosage in order to obtain one-, two-and three-dimensional periodic structures. Such structures on the surface of metals, semiconductors, dielectrics or polymers allow for generation of new properties for materials with very specific electrical, mechanical or chemical characteristics. Depending on the specified material parameters and structure morphology, new systems may be realised, such as bio-sensors [7] , microflow systems [8] [9] [10] , templates for biological applications [11] and photonic structures [12] . The first 1D and 2D profiles created by means of the laser system described in the article on the surface of thin DLC layers on a silicone substrate are currently researched regarding their use in scaffolds for the growth of biological cells. The initial results indicate that the modification of such biocompatible layers improves and strengthens mutual interaction between the cells and the surface and, consequently, their traction, growth and direction of orientation [13] .
